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By Haxas’Weidernann

There is a certa$.n time lag in dynamic:pressure
chamges before they are visille, tO the pilot on the indica-
tor ciial. This lag depends upon the size. of the employed
tubing and the characteristics of the indicating instrument.

“ A new mathematical term “pneumatic time constant, 11which
depends only on the dimensions of ihe’ tubing and of the in-
dicator, enables the comparison, of different dynamic pres-
sure arrays. The pneumatic tine constant is an indication
of the inertia” of a dynamic pressure array.

SU1’IMARY

<’.”

From earlier measure.ments and’the ?latheinat’icalexam-
ples, it can be gathered that tl+e inertia” qf dynamic pr,essure
arrays can be computed with sufficient accuracy and the
proper size of. tubing est-ahlished,. provided that. certain re-
quirements are’ made on t’h”einertia,

.-
A formula is also. given by. which the inertia can be

computed. Similar in structure to formul”a t~ =R*C*, it
reads aLs fOllOT,fiJS:

. ..’
!.

+1 &’con”&t &y.+$’
,., r

,.

= 0.087 + T $“+
r’

.(s) (reference 1)

The inertia which indicates the ti,me,interval during which
a pressure fluctua.~”ion has aba~e’d to th~. eth part of its
initial amplitude makes it possille to compare different
dynamic pressure arrays without regard to eventual diversi-
ty bf ’tubing length, diameter’, or volume of air-speed in-
dicator. . .
—.._
*H .

Zur Tragkeit.’ von ’StaLidiuclcanlagen.l! Luftfahrtforschung,
VOIO 17, noi.7~ July” 20, 1940, pp*”21i-215e ‘



.1. .INT”RODUCT~ViT ‘ ,

The basic clata of the :?resent reyort are the neasure-=
nents uade b:? the author in 1936 at the Institute of Tech-
nology at 3raunsc3.veig. fiarlier i~e”a;urenents are checked
by calculation and extended.

The indication. of the speed of aircraft relative to
the air is afforded fron neasure::ent of the dynanic pres-

sure ~ = & P ~2* A nozzle or pitot connected %y tubing

with the air-speed indicator in the forr: of an aneroid ca-p-
sule serves as pickup.

The speed of the air relative to the ground is dis-
regarded since it plays ilo -part in” the follol~ing argu~:ents
and investi~ations.

If, for any reason, such as the result of a gust, a
speed change A-f occurs at the test poiilt, the dynmic
pressure Aq changes also. The pressure change is contin-
ued through the tubi~~, a positive pressure change +Aq
causing an inflow, and a nc~~eative pressure change -Aq an
outflow of a ccrt”ain vol-me of air.

Aa V
It anounts ‘to +Lv = * - if T is the volurie of

Po ‘

the total dynanic pressure array and p. ,is the static

pressure of air. This volune of air requires a certain tine
to flow into or out of the dynai.licpressure array, Even if
the aneroid cai>sulc with its indicator sysicr-1fol~ofi~sthe
pressure change practically ~vithout inertia (it is assu~led

,.

to be so sr.lallas to be practically negligihlc)$ a certain
ti~:c still elapses before ~hc nointcr” regi5tcrs the nctv cl:j-

nanic pressure (q + Aq),. -This inbrtia is clefined and co!.%
putccl.

a) i?ncunatic PG:ILelectric .analocy.- Thc usual dyna;oic.— .——..
pressure array consists of pickup, iubing$ an?- inc~icator
dial (fig. 1). TO nakc tke concept of inertia cozlprchcnsi-
,blc, the dynai.liCpressure array is replaced. fiy a si~lila’r
electric systcu; pitot an-clconnecting tubin,g correspond
electrically to an ohilic resistance R$ the aneroid capsule
to a condenser C, the dyna:~ic pressure q to voltage u.
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=,, , .. l~ll,e,n-a,.charged ,Cou.d.enser(f}g,. 2), of. c~paqit.ange C
discharges across a resistance R> the ‘.’tlecrenentof *he
condenser voltage u follows aaccord.ing to an exponential
function. The sane holds true for the pressure in the an-
eroid capsule by equalization through the connecting tub-
ing. In other words, “it inti”olves an equaliziilg process
for which a -pneunatic tine constant can be given, which is
an indication for the..rate of decrenent .o.fcharge or dis-
charge of a condeaserg The pneunatic tine constant is, in
its structure, exactly like tke- electric tine constant and
indicates the tine r~.te i.n which tho test quantity has dec-
reased to its eth part, or the tine rate after which it
has built up to lfe of its final value. This tir:e con-

. ‘ stant is therefore an indication of the inertia of the aon-
pensati.ng process and hence is defined as “the inertia.’l
“v’iewed electrically, the forrmla for the inertia reads:

tl =Rc (s)

With R* as the flow .~esistance of the tul)iilg,and C* ~.s
the capacitance of thu aneroid capsule, IIthe inertiall of the
dynar~ic pressure system is

,tl . R* CX (s) (1)

.- b) ~he calculation of R* IS based upon the following
pr~up.ent .- Applying’s volt~.ge”difference AU to ah ohnic
resistance R, a current i of i:lagnitud.e “i = Au/R passes
through: it according to the ohi~3.c l,Tw. On applying a pres-
sure difference Ap to a ‘tubingj its flow volune per sec-
ond can be computed fror~ the 119.gen-Poiseuille law. It is

This forrwda, wherein volu?.e Q .ber second) corresponds
to current i, an’d the ‘p’rbssure”difference ~p to the.
voltage difference Au, is built up exactly like the for-
rlula i . u/R ; hence , ,mr4/8~~ dcfi~les a reciprocal re-
sistance I/R. The flow resistallcein~thc tu%ing, accord-
ingly, is: .>.

[1‘, R* &$& ~ “’”: “’
nr4 “n5 j “

, ii)

where 1 5.s the length, r ‘ tlie~”i,a,~ius”of tubing, and .~
the viscosity of flow nediuk~,

..
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? ~,
c) The ca-pacity C* i5 de finecl as the capacity 0$ any .

body Of V’O~UJ.leV by a pressure change tip; it follows
fron the general gas equation at

C*=.:

and affords, after differentiation:

.4ssuning that p. ‘iffers little ‘roY-l pot which is pernis-

sille at pressures around 100 r.u.?Hg, we can put V’. = T,
Then the capacity is

(3)

When conputing the capacity of the aneroid capsule, it
should be borne in ::ind that the capsule deflects outward
‘c?ndthus is ~3~e to take u? ~ greater ~~olu~:~eof air than
‘i{ otherwise could do. .Hence the Volu:]e of inflow ~y due
to the pressure change A-p is a-.zgnented by a further vol-
une AVI due to the flexibility of the aneroid (fig. 3).
:Tow the su’bstitutc volur-o 7* which the aneroid box should
have if the total volune of inflow were (Av + A?Tt) with-
out its walls being flexible, c~,~

lt ~,~lountsto

Thus the flexibility of the aneroid wall causes an increase
in cr.pacity C*.

‘.1*
c*=. suL—

dp KPO

This increase is especially pronounced on the annular balance
where the flexille wall forr~s the sealing liquid.

d) A third quantity, which electrically corresponds
~~ith t~l~ inductance L* and appears chiefly by rapidly ad

— — ,, ,.. .,--.,,,.—, .,,
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.-. -. —..
-peFi otl’t~ally changi-ng--pressur-es, is..the. “m”a.ssiner:$ia. of,.
the flowing tiedium in the.,tuhingc ‘It is. proportional to
its density and amounts to: ~

[1P.?””=:+ t-kg s2 1)L*=7 ~ (4)
r“b .,:,,.
. . ..“

It is usually so small as to be negligible. The respec-
tive time constants ~*~R* “.&d R*”C*’= t, follow logic-
ally in seconds. .. , ;,,, :.,.?.,’ ‘.

3. CRITICAL A}TALYSIS”

In the foregoing arguments certain sim~lifying assump-
tions were unavoidable. Thus, it was assumed th=tithe tub-
ing has a resistance but ,no capaci,ty. This is permissible
for narrow tubing Whose ”capatiity is u~usally low while the
resistance is high; on wide tubing the conditions are re-
versed. Most dynamic p~essure indicators are provided with
a damping capillary; sothat its resistance must also be
taken into account.

The complete substitute system is achieved ly con-
necting the tube re~istatice “with that of the dauping cap-
illary in series; and that of the capacity of the aneroid
capsule and the tubing capacity in parallel (fig. 4).

,,.. .. ..

Then
., ,, .,,“..,.”.

‘R*J= R~ + Rd and JC* =c~+cd”
,::,, ., :.,...

Hence ,. .,.. ,.
‘tI = R* c* = (Rt + Rd) (Cl + Cd)

.. :. .>

Accordingly, three c“a.sesare $.o’ssi%le,:

..
1 }Jarrow,p:ipe:.,,: :,’,, ,,

.. .
,*

,.
Rz > Rd and c~ < cd

1) . . .
Tor th’e definition’ of L* and C*., see reference 1.

The definition of R* is taken from an unpublished
report by W- Kerris, Braunschweig. (See also refer-
ence 2.)
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that is, the effective capacity is essentiallythat of. the
aneroid %OX, while %.he“resistance of the tubing exceeds
that of the damping capillaries. Then . , :.:

2. Medium tubing:

RI = Rd and Ct.= Cd

that is, capacity and resistance are app~oximately of the
same order of magnitude. Then

tl = R* C* =4RdCd=4R~C~
.,

3. Wide tubing:

RI”< R& and Cz > Cd
,... . .. ‘

that is, the capacity of~thc tubing exceeds that of the an-
eroid capsule~ while the rti-sistanceof the tubing can be
disregarded with respect to that of the damping capillaries.
Then

..’
\ ,.,

. .

a) Optimum Tubing

The question of optimum tubing with a minimum inertia
for a given aneroid capacity and damping resistance can be

.

settled by differentiation of the equation

tl = (Rl + Rd) (Cz ~, cd)

Differentiation of t! “kith respect to r and Test-
ing r~ . x, affords a cubic equation

X3 .- ~X - 16 “JKR1)O ‘d = (1 or X3 -3px-2”q=o
n Rd d

whereby

8’fIl ‘“ 8T’I~po Cd
P=—

3TT R&
and. q =

IT2 Rd
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Wh.i..c,.?..contains. one raal..and.two” conjugate complex Solun
tions; from the real solution follows a tube,radius for
which the” time “bonstant is a minimum.

,. .

To illustrate: .;i?or .,
.. ::,

Rd =’ 62x 10”~ ana C,d =,44*5x lo-iofi ‘

we obtain an optimum radius of r = 1.22 X 10-3 meters,
with a time constant of 0.406, second. For a tube radius
twice as great, .r = 2s44 x 1“()-3., ,fhe time constant is
0.61 second; for half the radius, r = 0.61 x 10-3 meters,
it was 0.945 second.

,“

The best tube radius therefore is:
,.

To illustrate the effect of ‘inertia on a process, let
us assume that the proces,s taking place at the test point
follows the course of a rectangular function. According
to figui-e 5, the ai~plitude of the process registers cor-
rectly on the indicator only when it continues for at
least fi~c time constants ?inertias”). After about five
tine constants$ the amplitude ilas approached the final
value to with,in about 0.6’7 percent$ that is, has practi-
cally reached it. If” the duration of the process was
less than five time constants~ the aioplitude is corre-
spondingly false+ It falls so much shorter of the ~aximum
va,ll,zeas the particular, process is short,er-

The relation that
the amplitude buy-.known
tion of the process t

At =

can be d.cerived from figure 5 for
time co”n.stant t! –and given dura-
is“:

Amax (.
1

) ‘“- ;~
,$:4 :

if” e“= 2q7’1828. and t “ ‘is measured in n mult.~ples “of t.
Consequently,

. ,,

A en:”
ma.x = At

e??.-l

Ill
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3) Wave Equation

~0,. 998

For exact procedure, the .capacit’y C must be assumed
as evenly distributed over th”e whole tubing, and likewide
the resistance R; the inductance L can usually he a,s-
suned negligibly snail; the derivation G itself - elec-
trically the reciprocal of an insulation resistance, pneu-
mr.tically the “porosity ‘of the tubing - is equated to zero.
Then if the tuling alone is considered, tho wave equation
reads:

a2P a2p q.,.
—=LIC1— + RI. Cl ~
ax2 $t2 at

(Ll, Rx, and Cl refer to length unit..) ‘Figure 6 illus-

trates the electric substitute scheme at the tubing. Such

a tubing has the wave resistance Z ‘~~, and the

pressure waves advance over it at ~he rate of v = l@L~.

The speeds of advance are all at 338 meters’ pcr second, as
shown in table I, that is, velocity of sound. The resist-
ance of the tuling results in exponential damping of the
pressure amplitude and amounts to

ill.%.

“P =poe -2Z

The damping of the pressure am.pli.’tudein percent
amounts to 72 percent for tile narrowest iubing

(r = 0.’75 x 10–3 m), and only 3 yercent ~or,the widest

(* = 5 x 10-3 rd), on the assumption that only one single
pressure wave is involved. Then one may no longer speak
of a pneumatic time constant %ecause it is dependent upon
the locality, hence the speed of prop5.gation must ho ac-
counted for along with th-e exponential damping of the
pressure amplitude.

But for practical purposes, the cliscussed method is
sufficient if it involves, for instance, the dimensions

of length’and diameter of the tu%ing by given alr-specd-
meter dimensions, so as to maintain the inertia within
certain defined limits.
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RZ

c1

z

v

kg s
~6

k~ S2
~6 .

kg S
m5

mK

kg

kg S
~5

m,/s

s

.1

.

r=O. ’75:x10-3
.,. ...

14.’7 x 106

0.0695 X.lo:

1.26 X 10-10

59 x 106

5.05 x’lo:~o

23.4 X 106

338

0.0118

‘72,’” , .,
,, ,“

,:r=3 x 10–3
,.,’.

o ./%75.x 106

‘0.00435. x 1o6-

20.2 x lo-@

0,23 X 106,.

0.0174 x 106

80.8 x io-lo

,,,

14.7X 106

338

0i0782 ‘“,
.>

.

.,8 :.”.:
,., ,

r=5x 10-3

0.00745 x 106

0.00156 X,106

56.2 X 10-10

0.0298 X 106

0.00624 X 106

0s527 X 106

338

0.0118

0.0283

3

,,,

w = 1.4 ,po = 104~g/m,2 ~ = 1-8.3 x ~0-6 ~
,, ,.,’

kg ‘s2
P = 0.123 ~4 %=”4a

,,
“

j*. ~ ;’-.”~.’~
:airspeed neter. “.dp ,Kp~: : ~

.,

AT = &~= 200 X 12.31 X 10-6 = o 246 x ~o-G ,r~3

104
●

Po !,

v, = 12.310–6 1.13

I
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AT + thv~ = (1 + 0.246) X 10-’ = 1.246 X lb’ m’

v* = ~~ (AV + AVI) = 1*246 ::;6X1*4 = 62.3 x 10-’ m3

‘6

c* = ~ = yy— 10-4
KPO

= 44.5 x 10-~0m5/kg
.

4* CALCULATION&TD IEIASURE!MEI?TOF THE 13TERT’IA

a) Testing Ilquipment (fig. 7)

A 12-liter equalist.ng tank is put und~er low pressure
3Y means of an ejector water “pump and read on a ,water ma-
nometer . The opening of a cock fitted with pawl and a
heavy spring under initial tension is accompanied by a low-
pressure wave through the tubing and deflects the pointer
of a cor,mercial Askania air.-speed meter f,astened at the
end of tho tubing. The passage of the pointer through
certain marks is o%servod by telescope and the time clocked
ty stop watch.

b) l!easurement

The r,easurenent was based on the following reasoning:
An airTlane flies with a certain dynamic pressure and is
struck ly a sudden gust . This causes a sudden rise in dy-
namic pressure. Then the milot is very much interested
in knowing the tine lapse ~efore this pressure change reg-
isters on the air-speed meter. The low pressures pro-
duced ranged. from 10 to 80 millimeters of mercury, corre-
sponding to ,an air-speed meter reading of from 100 to 250
kiloncters per hour; then the time intcrva~bafter which
the pointer deflection had dropped to the e - part of its
initial reading was recorded.

For other reasons, to ~?e explained later, only the
measurements at 10 mm Hg *,1OO km/h were tcaken into
account and the tine interval recorded - after which the
air-speed-meter deflection had dropped to 63 kilometers per
hour . ..

Since the inertias were so snail that clocking by stop
watch seened useless* artificial enlargement was necessary.
This was achieved with the capillaries attached to the



front end of the tubi”ng. The total resistance of. the tu’b-
ing. then.-followod from the sor’ies arra-ngetient ‘of the re----=s.
distance. of’the capillary and that, o“f the tube, and the
total Capacity fror,l.’’a~aralelel. arrangement of the capacity
of the tule and. that of the ,ai.r-spe.ed.meter.

,. .,. .. . ,,

““:T~eresisianc’ek’ of. the da~ping ’capilla’ri.es~ nun%ered
for reasons of simplicity, areappen~.ed in table II.

,,
.,. ,. “.,.

TABLE II “
,,.. . .

Capillary ‘ ‘cap
no. (:) ‘(kg S/1215)

..

,. vi . 0.80 ,x 10-= ,115, U$106 -

v 0.345,X 10-3 , 65.6 x Io6 ,

IT 0;35 x 10–3 62.0 X lo6

III 0.355 x 10-3 58.7 X 106.

II I 0.45 x 10-3 I 22.7 x 10=

Length of each capillary:. 0.2 r,

,,
As stated izl”the fore~oing, the calculation of the

capacit”y had been based upon a pressure difference of 100

nillineters W.s. = + atr.lospherei At higher prdssuros,
100

the capacity is no longer a constant, $ut,a function of the
pres,su?ie; likewisoj “the inductance, L is no longer con-
stant because of the’,depcndenc6*of the density,, ~ on the
~ressure~ and”the resistance R itself ceases to follow
Poiseuillels law, since the’ flow is no longer lanlnar.
l?or this reason tho measu~er.lents,,at -pressures fron 20 to
80 nillineters of nercury were for the present not evalu-
able - thus leaking only the test data at 10 nillineters
of nercury anenable to ‘a natheuatical check.

c) Results “’ “’” ‘
., .’

Table III contail~s tha .mathena,tical and,expcrir~ont,al
data of’ the inertia for different t~bc dianetcrs an’d di,f-
ferenb dar.lping capillaries. ~

..,.
...,.

1’ I
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.

TABT.JI111 :’

Pressure 1?= 10 mm Hg,, air-speed-meter reading: loo/G3”

Capil-
lary
no.

VI

v

IV

111

11

km/h, inertia. t!(s)
——_.—

I

2,85 2.85

-

2.98

1.95 2.0 1.96

1.8 1.8 1.86

1.45- 1.5 1,’75

1.25 1.2 .61

——

r=3x10-3 m
2!xperi- Tb,eor et-
mental I ical

1 ..2
I

.825

1.0’ s ● 74

.95 .288

1—_———.

r=0,7——
Experi-
mental

0.9

.85

.8

.75

.75

x10-3 m.——
Theoret-

ical
—.
0.’775

.555

.54

.525

.405

The agreement between the conputod and the erstwhile
recorded values 5.s good.

d) Ju 52 %
.:.

Tor further e’~:am:i]].e,take the inertia of the dyilamic
pressure array of’ a Ju 52 airplane. I’or a tule 10 meters
long, with a 6X10-3 millimeter diameter, the resistance

of the line R* amounts to o*57~xl’06 kg s/~5; t~leW~C-
.ity., C*,, to 202X10-.10m5/kg.

The resistance, of the tube ,rclative to that of the,.
capillaries is disregarded, but the capacity cx$”ecds that
of’ the air-speed meter; %otll “oeinf;“yarallol, Ctot amounts

to 246.5x~0 -lo 5/
m ,kg.

*432X Iv, .,4.
— .————,

11
III
IV
v

VI

23.27 X 206 0.585
59.35 x 106 1.46
62.57 X 105 1.54
66.17 X 106 1.63

115.57 x 106 ~v85”

t ‘ experimental
(s)

——. ———

1.0
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.35
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Here also satisfac,tor.y ag&ee_rnent is obtained. On the
earlier measurement the volume of t“he-”tulewas enlarged
to 284 x 10-6 m3 by insertion of a suitable glass vessel.

..
e) Elbows or “Bends

The earlier “study included straight tubing as well as
the effect Of bends.;’ But none of the tests made in this
direction disclosed effects of cur~ature. in the tubing on
the inertia of the record with the ‘means available.

f) Pitot Tubes

A complete dynamic pressure array includes the pick-
up, that is, the pitot tube itself. Hence the study in-
cluded tuling with a.pitot tube at the end. Prandtlls
needle piiot tube manifested an increased inertia of scv-
er,al tenths of seconds; all others failed to disclose any
increase . Thus, it follows that no ~reati weight attaches
to the resistance of the pitot tube and consequently it
does not affect the inertia. The studies on pitot tubes
disclosed that no resistance in the sense of a tubing
should he coordinated to them since sharp bends, contrac-
tions, etc., produce additional pressure gradients within
the pitot tubes, which is equivalent to an increase in re-
sistance. As in the electric measurement of the resist-
ance through current and voltage measurements, the pres-
sure drop and the flow volume of air were recorded by
different pitot tubes and then the same measurement “rep-
eated on tubing of the same length and diaioeter as those
of a pitot tube. The ratio of both resistances was de-
fined as the quality factor k of a pitot. This factor
indicates how many times greater the resistance of an ex--
tended length of tubing must”be than that of a pitot in
order to produce by the same flolr volume per second the
same pressure drop as the latter. At Reynolds numbers of
from 600 to 16?000 the quality factor k, ranging be-
tween 1.3 and 1.6
stant ,

Translation by J.
National Advisory
for Aeronautics$

for most pitots - was found to be con-

Vanier,
Committee
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.~. -m.. . . . . .
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Pilot ,,!,.

d=2r
w

LL \,

Pipe line T

Aneroid capsule

Figure l.- Diagrammatic sketch of a
dynamic pressure array.

-lJ-’u--lhllrl
u - c
o .--1

Figure 2.- Cinargeof a condenser over a resis-
tance (simplified electric substitute
diagram for a dynamic pressure array).

‘?’
Figure 3,- Diagrammatic presentation of the

additional inflow volume VI result.
ing from the flexibility of the aneroid
wall.

Figure 4.- Electrical substitute diagram of a
dynamic pressure array.
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Figure 5.. Curve of two dissimilar rectangular dynamic pressure
arrays on the pickup and on the indicator dial.

Figure 6,- Electric substitute diagram of a tubing.
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Figure 7.- Diagrammatic sketch of test equipment,
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The Committeeis Technical ~emorandum No. 998,
enti-tled I’Inertia of Dynamic Pressure Arrays,!f ‘by Hans Weidemann

has been carefully read by Professor K. J. DeJuhasz,
of thePennsylvania State College, and he has pointed out some er-

rors in the original text. $evera,l other typographical er-
T.ors ~aye also been discovered in this Technical Memorandum.
Some of t“hestierrors werein -the o.ri,ginaland others were in
the “translation- ..

An errata sheet has been prepared indicating all the
errors found, and a copy of the errata is attached hereto
for insertion in your copy of the Technical Memorandum.

1

Page 4, line 6, the equation should read:

dV vo~ p.-—=
dp ~K-1 ~pa

Page 6, fourth line from bottom, equation should read:

r2 =x

page ‘?, last two equations should read:

At = Amax (1 - $)

A
en

max ‘—Atne -1

page 8, second centered equation should read:

Rlx
-—

P = poe 2Z

Page 9, table I, fourth column, top row should read:

0.0575 x 106

fifth celumnt sixth row should read:

224.8 X 10-10

first column, last row should read:

Rz

poe -z

Po
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2 ER RAWA (cont. )

...

Page 9, in second line %elow ta?)le.:

Itl = @Il should read 1!~ = Qmfl

Page 9, in last line:

‘1AV*measuredtttlylneasured” should read

Page 10, in line 2:

tt~olt
--F- should read

Page l]., table 11, ~oluan 2, line I., should read:

0,30 x 10-3
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